The Wellington Winds announce the completion
of its DVD, YouTube project ~
Appassionato: The Wellington Winds Story.
michael purves-smith

A

number of years ago the wellknown local music producer, Earl
McCluskie, approached the Board
of the Wellington Winds with the suggestion that the group make a DVD. His idea
was to tell its story as an ensemble wherein
wind players from far and wide join to
together to make music on as high a level
as possible. There are many good bands
in our area, but the Wellington Winds has
always programmed challenging repertoire that often requires advanced technical
skills from all its performers. If you were a
medical doctor, an engineer, a mathematician, a research scientist, a businessman,
or a computer programmer, for example,
and you loved to play your instrument as
professionally as possible, you turned to
the Wellington Winds as an outlet for your
musical talents. If you were teaching music
in either public or private schools, a refined performance skill was a requirement
of your training. The Wellington Winds
has always had a high proportion of such
people. It was this story that Earl wanted
to get at.

The Board gave him the go-ahead, and
he prepared an application to the Ontario
Trillium Foundation for funding. It was
initially turned down, but after a year the
foundation came back to the Winds looking for some refinements to the proposal.
When we told them that we hoped to produce a DVD that could be used as a tool
for high school music teachers to focus a
discussion about the rewards of lifetime involvement in community music, the foundation adjudicators bought the proposal
and granted the Winds $20,000.00 toward
the realisation of the project. Earl McCluskie then applied successfully to the Region
of Waterloo Arts Fund which granted the
Winds a further $7,000.00. Both the Trillium Foundation and the Region of Waterloo Arts Fund have been generous to the
Winds over the years. The group, unlike
most Arts organisations, has never run a
deficit, but the there is never a large surplus. The help from these two funds has
made all the difference to the success of the
group, especially in regard to the purchase
of vitally important equipment.

DVD was already fast becoming, along
with the CD, a mostly obsolete technology,
at least for high school students. We realized that we needed to produce something
that could reach them through the Internet:
the board decided to create, along with the
DVD, a YouTube channel.
It is hard to overestimate the importance
of amateur arts group as one of the ingredients that contribute to the health of
our society. All such groups, of whatever
stamp – choir, theatre company, orchestra, concert band, big band jazz ensemble
– tend to function like families that come
together with the goal of working to make
their product as good as it can be. We want
to communicate to a young audience that
there is a lot of pleasure in this.
Therefore, we have sought to define additional goals for this project. The band
movement is exploding in Europe, the
United States, the Far East, and now South
America, probably because it is such a rewarding pursuit to be involved with. For
example, one of the hot spots, Valencia,
Spain, has nearly 400 separate bands in
its region, some of which have upwards
of 150 performing members. Not surprisingly, some of these groups achieve very
high standards. This musical resource has
inspired Spanish composers to develop a
national repertoire for their bands, and the
same process has been repeated in many
countries, most famously the United States
and Britain. But the same might be said of
France, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg,
the Scandinavian countries, Italy, Australia, Japan, and recently – spectacularly
– Columbia. There is a notable repertoire
of Canadian band music, but characteristically, we Canadians tend to ignore our
own achievements until they are placed in
context. That, then, is one of the objects of
this project. Over the years the Winds have
done more Canadian repertoire than probably any other band in the country. We will
make available on the YouTube channel
as sound clips upwards of fifty Canadian
works and Canadian arrangements of great
music from around the world. To add to
these, we emphasised Canadian music in
the video portion of the project as well.
There are twelve Canadian original works

on the DVD, plus several significant arrangements by Canadians.
By no means everything that was videoed
made it into the final cut of the DVD. Over
the next year we will post much more videoed Canadian repertoire to the YouTube
channel. For anyone interested in considering this repertoire for their own band programs, this site will be by far the most extensive thus far available. A similar project
is underway at the Canadian Music Centre,
and it is our hope to link the two projects.
It should no longer be possible to pose the
question, “But where can I
hear this music?” and have
it go unanswered.
We have also sought to
couple names with the project that will attract attention from around the world.
The great Dutch composer,
Johan de Meij, has twice
appeared with us, and last
April we were privileged
to video a performance of
him conducting his first
symphony for winds, “The
Lord of the Rings.” The first
movement appears on the
DVD, and we expect that all
or most of the work will be
a feature of the Wellington
Winds YouTube channel.
Prokofiev fans everywhere
will enjoy a fine performance of his superb first
piano concerto with Olena
Klyucharova as an outstand-

The Board had considerable experience
working with Earl on producing CDs and
had been warned that anything involving
video recording would be extremely expensive. However, the sum seemed like
riches for a group with a relatively small
budget. It also seemed like a huge responsibility. Part of the problem was that the
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ing soloist. Similarly, the performances by
local and internationally renowned mezzo
soprano, Laura Pudwell of four of the Berg
early songs in arrangements by our own
Dave Arthur, should attract plenty of attention. Furthermore, we will all enjoy the
appearances of both the Inter-Mennonite
Children’s Choir and local musical leader,
Dr. Gordon Greene in his role as narrator.
Chances are this project will bring both
national and international attention to the
region, which we hope will fully justify the
investment of public funds.
We wanted also to realise Earl’s originalvision and tell the story of the Winds. Our
hope is that it will serve as an example
of what it takes for such a group to bring
music to the stage. With that in mind, about
a half of the DVD is devoted to performance and the other to interviews, and some
original mixes of all three. The interviews
attempt to cover as many aspects of this
task as we can, from composing and arranging the music to finding the funds to
make it all possible. There are interviews
with composers Howard Cable, John Herberman, and Johan de Meij, as well as arranger Dave Arthur. There are interviews
with many band members and with members of the audience. Sectionals rehearsals
include almost all of the sections of the
band. Many of the members of the band
made their homes available for these shots
as a further way to give viewers a sense of
who we are.
In order to cover everything, we took a lot
see WW p. 14
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the students played the church’s GuilbaultThérien (2000) organ, the newest of the instruments used throughout the week.
WW, from p.12

of footage, using up to seven high-definition video cameras. For those who know
about such things, the statistic is just over
six and one half terabytes of data. This was
made possible only because we were able
to turn to the father of one the members of
the band, Becky Marescuic. Her father,
Costel Bilauca, who works internationally
as a videographer, gave unstintingly of his
time and creativity behind the camera and
as an editor, and he generously made all of
his equipment available at very minimal
cost. His chief colleague was the technology wizard, Flavius Rusu, his frequent collaborator in Constantin Videos. Without
them, the project would have been something infinitely more modest. Earl McCluskie, with his usual expertise, provided us
with the sound source for almost all of the
musical material.
Lasting good impressions
The Winds’ musical director Dan Warren
gave overall artistic guidance and he also
One of the last activities students, teachhas a starring role as conductor, of course,
ers, parents and volunteers did was to fill
but also as trumpet soloist and as the genial
in a survey about their impressions of Wahost for most of the interviews. Michael
terloo Pipe Organ Week; and it’s rare that
Purves-Smith acted as the general produsurveys are returned with such enthusiasm.
cer and organised much of the storyline.
Student comments included: “… a great
Dave Arthur was, among many things,
opportunity to learn a whole new instrustory consultant; Anita Brooks-Kirkland
ment. I learned a lot this week and I feel
is in charge of the YouTube channel; Wilthat the workshop was worthwhile” and “I
liam Warren is looking after preparing the
think everything was great!” From parents:
sound clips; and Ginny Scarfino undertook
“Great enthusiastic faculty; great future
the onerous role of comptroller for the procontacts. I learned so much myself …”
ject. There are many others who deserve
and “Very impressed by the high quality of
special mention, but the almost ninety inyour teaching staff!!”
dividual performers who took part at one
time
another,
andwith
especially
thegiven
fifty
Whenorit was
all over,
thankyous
and goodbyes exchanged, the organising
group took time to reflect on the overall
experience. The impressions were rich all

core members of the Winds are the real
reason for the successful completion of
this enormous undertaking. All of the performances are live in front of an audience,
and none of us earn our living exclusively
from performance. It takes much dedication to bring this challenging music to a
high enough standard. While there are a
few moments that we performers would
take back if we could, we are proud of the
results and delighted to share them with
others.

around. Without a doubt W-POW proved
an organ camp for youth could be done
here for the first time and be a big success,
one that will hopefully inspire other RCCO
centres to organise similar events.
It created an excellent bonding experience
for local organists and teachers to work together and listen to one another; and beyond the network of RCCO members, WPOW raised the profile of organ-playing
through the wider arts community and its
audiences. Many felt that even this brief
immersion – which one teacher summed
up as “very well planned, well executed,
and a huge success” – created substantial
energy and long-term motivation for piano
students to pursue and enjoy organ studies.
be tallied, but it will certainly be over
$40,000.00.
Thenext?
Winds have been able to
What happens
draw substantially on a memorial bequest
from
our question
much lamented
former
euphoniThe big
at the end
was:
“When
are you doing it again?” While everyone
who took part in any facet of W-POW was

When it was all over, with thankyous given
and goodbyes exchanged, the organising
group took time to reflect on the overall
experience. The impressions were rich all
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happy that it succeeded so well, doing it
all over again just a year later would be
too much. But it’s unlikely that the local
RCCO will want to sit on its laurels for
too long. Suggestions included exploring shorter intensive events for specific
groups, such as older beginners; creating
organ-themed events in places where there
are few existing opportunities to hear or
play a pipe organ; and hosting another full
pipe organ week several years from now.

around. Without a doubt W-POW proved
an organ camp for youth could be done
here for the first time and be a big success,
one that will hopefully inspire other RCCO
centres to organise similar events.
It created an excellent bonding experience
for local organists and teachers to work together and listen to one another; and beyond the network of RCCO members, WPOW raised the profile of organ-playing
through the wider arts community and its
audiences. Many felt that even this brief
immersion – which one teacher summed
up as “very well planned, well executed,
and a huge success” – created substantial
energy and long-term motivation for piano
students to pursue and enjoy organ studies.

show us having a lot of fun doing it.
The DVD will be unveiled at the Christmas concert of the Winds to be held on
Dec. 2 at Knox Presbyterian Church, Waterloo, at 3:00 pm. At intermission we will
show a trailer for the project and the DVDs
will be available at that time for purchase.
Anyone who appears on the DVD may
purchase a copy for $10.00, others may do
so for $15.00. The film is two hours long
and includes some twenty performances,
most of which are complete.

The Concert is seasonal and the soloist
is the acclaimed guitarist, Kevin Ramessar. Tickets will be available at the door,
$20.00 adults and $15.00 for seniors. Students are free with a student card.

Meanwhile, if a young pianist in your life
mentions wanting to try out organ-playing
… listen!
(Pauline Finch was a member of the W-POW plan-

ning group. She is a Kitchener-based freelance writ-
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Zion Lutheran in Waterloo, where each of
the students played the church’s GuilbaultThérien (2000) organ, the newest of the instruments used throughout the week.

One of the last activities students, teachers, parents and volunteers did was to fill
in a survey about their impressions of Waterloo Pipe Organ Week; and it’s rare that
surveys are returned with such enthusiasm.
Student comments included: “… a great
opportunity to learn a whole new instrument. I learned a lot this week and I feel
that the workshop was worthwhile” and “I
think everything was great!” From parents:
“Great enthusiastic faculty; great future
contacts. I learned so much myself …”
and “Very impressed by the high quality of
your teaching staff!!”

There is a short note at the start of the
credits as follows: “Members enjoy the
repertoire and hope to share their passion for it through their concerts. The
Winds work hard to stand as an example
of the high musical standards that can be

The final bill for the DVD has yet to

Organ, from p.13

Lasting good impressions

um player, Harvey Gleiser. If he is overlooking this in any way, he will be proud
to see his name and picture included in the
credits along with Sunlife Financial, Heffner Lexus, Johan de Meij, and Michael
and Shannon Purves-Smith.
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happy that it succeeded so well, doing it
all over again just a year later would be
too much. But it’s unlikely that the local
RCCO will want to sit on its laurels for
too long. Suggestions included exploring shorter intensive events for specific
groups, such as older beginners; creating
organ-themed events in places where there
are few existing opportunities to hear or
play a pipe organ; and hosting another full
pipe organ week several years from now.
Meanwhile, if a young pianist in your life
mentions wanting to try out organ-playing
… listen!
(Pauline Finch was a member of the W-POW plan-

ning group. She is a Kitchener-based freelance writer/editor and an organ student of Douglas Haas.)

What happens next?
The big question at the end was: “When
are you doing it again?” While everyone
who took part in any facet of W-POW was

photos p.13: organist Douglas Haas, Kathleen King Martin, Oragn Week participants getting on the GRT bus,
Aron Yoo, Emma & Gabi at final recital.
photos p.14: Luke at final recitsal, group at final recital, organist Les Smith
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